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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigated brain activity with functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI) during selective and divided attention. Selective attention 

refers to the ability to selectively attend and process certain stimuli while 

ignoring others. Divided attention is needed, when two or more tasks 

requiring selective attention are performed in parallel. However, attention is 

easily caught by sudden changes in the environment. Brain activity and task 

performance during distracted and undistracted attention was also 

compared. The results showed that selective attention to auditory or visual 

modality enhanced activity in the auditory and visual cortices, respectively. 

However, the results also implied that the effects of selective attention may 

be influenced by task-irrelevant variation of the stimuli. The present thesis 

also showed that during divided attention, when two cognitively demanding 

tasks are performed in parallel, brain activity is enhanced in cortical areas in 

relation to the two tasks performed one at a time. Such activity 

enhancements specifically associated with divided attention were found in 

left middle frontal cortex during several different divided attention tasks. 

This suggests that division of attention requires specific, higher-level 

cognitive processes not needed in other attention-engaging tasks. However, 

not all dual tasks were associated with frontal activity enhancements. 

Complex selective attention tasks performed in parallel with another 

selective attention task may influence the higher-level cognitive processes or 

integration of two tasks needed during dual tasking.  
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Tämä väitöskirja tutki valikoivaan ja jaettuun tarkkaavaisuuteen liittyvää 

aivotoimintaa toiminnallisen magneettikuvauksen (fMRI) avulla. Valikoivalla 

tarkkaavaisuudella tarkoitetaan kykyä huomioida ja käsitellä tiettyjä 

ärsykkeitä samanaikaisesti, kun muut ympäristön ärsykkeet jätetään 

huomiotta. Jaetulla tarkkaavaisuudella viitataan tilanteeseen, jolloin kahta 

tai useampaa valikoivaa tarkkaavaisuutta vaativaa tehtävää suoritetaan 

samanaikaisesti. Yllättävät muutokset ympäristössä voivat kuitenkin johtaa 

tarkkaavaisuutta vaativan tehtävän häiriintymiseen. Lisäksi tutkittiin 

yllättävien häirintä-ärsykkeiden vaikutusta aivotoimintaan ja 

tehtäväsuoriutumiseen. Tulokset osoittavat, että valikoiva tarkkaavaisuus 

ääniin tai kuviin johti aivotoiminnan vilkastumiseen vastaavilla kuulo- ja 

näköaivokuoren alueilla. Tulokset kuitenkin antoivat viitteitä myös siitä, että 

tehtävän kannalta epäolennaiset muutokset ärsykeympäristössä 

vaikuttaisivat valikoivan tarkkaavaisuuden aikaiseen aivotoimintaan. 

Tulokset osoittivat myös, että jaettaessa tarkkaavaisuutta kahden 

samanaikaisen tehtävän välillä, aivotoiminta vilkastuu aivokuorella 

verrattuna tehtävien suoritukseen yksitellen. Tällaista aivotoiminnan 

vilkastumista havaittiin vasemman keskiotsalohkon alueilla useiden 

erilaisten kaksoistehtävien aikana. Nämä tulokset voisivat viitata siihen, että 

jaettu tarkkaavaisuus vaatii erityisiä kognitiivisia resursseja, joita muut 

tarkkaavaisuutta vaativat tehtävät eivät edellytä. Kaikkien jaettua 

tarkkaavaisuutta vaativien tehtävien aikana ei kuitenkaan havaittu 

aivotoiminnan vilkastumista otsalohkojen alueilla. Tämä taas voisi viitata 

siihen, että monimutkaiset osatehtävät jaetun tarkkaavaisuuden aikana 

saattavat vaikuttaa jaetun tarkkaavaisuuden vaatimiin kognitiivisiin 

prosesseihin tai kahden samanaikaisen tehtävän integraatioon, jota 

suoriutuminen kaksoistehtävässä vaatii. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SELECTIVE AND DIVIDED ATTENTION 

We are constantly surrounded by vast amount of various stimuli, yet only a 

small proportion of the surrounding stimuli can be attended and fully 

processed at a time. Selective attention refers to our ability to focus our 

attention on certain stimuli and process them under attentional control. For 

example, a task might require us to selectively attend to a voice of certain 

speaker among other voices or a figure of certain color among other visual 

objects. Moreover, complex everyday tasks often comprise of several 

component tasks that need to be performed concurrently. Divided attention 

refers to situations, where two attention demanding tasks are performed in 

parallel (e.g., Näätänen, 1992). However, during attentive task performance, 

sudden changes in the environment may distract performance by catching 

involuntary attention. The present thesis investigated the brain activity 

associated with selective, divided and involuntary attention.  

1.2 BRAIN NETWORKS OF ATTENTION 

Focusing attention to auditory or visual stimuli enhances the activity in the 

respective sensory cortical areas as well as in cortical areas involved in 

presumably, coordination of cognitive resources, such as attention. In the 

auditory modality, a model by Näätänen (1990, 1992) suggest that voluntary 

attention relies on the frontal brain areas that enable more proficient 

processing of task-relevant stimuli in the auditory cortex, while attention 

catching events, such as salient changes in repetitive stimulus series, might 

trigger involuntary attention towards the change in the stimulus 

environment. 

Näätänen�s model is based on studies showing that attended sounds elicit 

larger event-related potentials (ERPs), time-locked changes in the 
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electroencephalogram (EEG), than unattended sounds (e.g., Hillyard et al., 

1973; Näätänen et al., 1978). According to this model, the difference between 

the ERPs to the attended and unattended sounds reflects the processing 

negativity (PN) ERP response. The PN is assumed to comprise two 

subcomponents, the early and late PN, originating from the auditory and 

frontal cortices, respectively (Näätänen 1990, 1992). Also studies using other 

brain imaging methods have provided similar results: auditory attention 

enhances activity in the prefrontal and auditory cortices (Degerman et al., 

2006; Downar et al., 2001; Salmi et al., 2007), while sudden stimulus 

changes in the environment have been shown to activate also parietal areas, 

reflecting involuntary attention switching (Alho et al., 2015; Molholm et al., 

2005; Rinne et al., 2007).  

In the visual modality, a particularly influential model by Corbetta and 

Shulman (2002) suggest that two anatomically and functionally different 

attention networks are responsible for voluntary, goal directed attention and 

involuntary, stimulus triggered attention. The model suggested that 

voluntary attention processes would activate dorsal attention areas, such as 

intraparietal sulcus (IPS), superior parietal lobule (SPL) and frontal eye 

fields (FEF), while ventral attention areas were suggested to activate during 

involuntary attention processes and include posterior parts of the inferior 

and middle temporal gyri (ITG and MTG, respectively), temporo-parietal 

junction (TPJ) and posterior parts of the inferior and medial frontal gyri 

(IFG/MFG).  

Also in the visual modality, several ERP components are larger for 

attended visual stimuli than for similar unattended stimuli. However, in 

visual modality, the early ERP components affected by attention are located 

to occipital areas outside primary visual cortex, and later components are 

assumed to originate from frontal, parietal and occipital areas (Clark and 

Hillyard, 1996; Hillyard and Anllo-Vento, 1998a). Unlike the model by 

Näätänen (1990, 1992), the model by Corbetta and Shulman (2002) is largely 

based on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, measuring 

local changes in the blood flow (hemodynamic response) that reflect the 

neural activity in the brain. The results of several fMRI studies support the 
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model by Corbetta and Shulman, and thus, it is generally assumed that 

voluntary attention is associated with enhanced activity in superior parietal 

and prefrontal cortical areas, while involuntary attention is assumed to active 

more inferior fronto-parietal areas (Hopfinger et al., 2000; Peelen et al., 

2004; Serences and Yantis, 2007).  

Yet, in both auditory and visual modality, several studies have found that 

goal directed and stimulus driven attention activate overlapping fronto-

parietal cortical areas (Alho et al., 2015; Mayer et al., 2009; Peelen et al., 

2004; Rinne et al., 2005b; Salmi et al., 2007; Salmi et al., 2009; Serences 

and Yantis, 2007), suggesting that disctinction between these networks is not 

clear. In addition, other studies have found that different subregions in 

fronto-parietal areas might be activated during auditory and visual 

processing (Braga et al., 2013a; Braga et al., 2013b; Braga et al., 2015; Braga 

et al., 2017; Crottaz-Herbett et al., 2004), or in general, during different task 

requirements (Braga et al., 2017; Duncan, 2010; Shomstein and Yantis, 

2006).  

1.3 SELECTIVE ATTENTION DURING AUDITORY AND 

VISUAL TASKS 

Engaging in auditory or visual attention demanding tasks has been shown to 

modulate activity in the auditory and visual cortices in a complex manner 

(Cate et al., 2009; Corbetta et al.,  1990; Hall et al., 2000; Kastner and 

Ungerleider, 2000; Petkov et al., 2004; Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004; Rinne 

et al., 2005b; Schwartz et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2000; Woodruff et al., 1996; 

Yantis et al., 2002). For example, when attention is selectively directed to 

one modality during bimodal stimulus presentation, activity is enhanced in 

the sensory cortices of attended modality, and, in some cases, decreased in 

the sensory cortices of the unattended modality (Ciaramitaro et al., 2007; 

Crottaz-Herbett et al, 2004; Johnson and Zatorre, 2005; Johnson and 

Zatorre, 2006; Laurienti et al., 2002; Mittag et al., Shomstein and Yantis, 

2004).  
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Moreover, attending to different features of a sound or visual object has 

been suggested to enhance activity in different auditory and visual regions, 

respectively (e.g., Alho et al., 2014; Corbetta et al., 1990). In a study by Alain 

and colleagues (2001), the participants were required to perform a match-to-

sample task involving evaluation of sound�s pitch or location while both 

features varied. The results showed that attending to pitch enhanced activity 

in the auditory cortex and IFG, whereas attending to sound location 

enhanced activity in posterior temporal areas and parietal cortex. In the 

visual modality, Corbetta and colleagues (1990) showed that attending to 

certain stimulus feature (color, form or velocity) enhanced activity in the 

sensory area specialized for processing that feature (see also Hillyard et al., 

1998b; Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000; Murray and Wojciulik, 2003).  

Previous studies have suggested that in both auditory and visual modality, 

object�s nonspatial and spatial features are processed in separate pathways 

beginning from sensory cortices (Ahveninen et al., 2006; Alain et al., 2001; 

Alho et al., 2014; Arnott et al., 2004; Cardoso-Leite and Gorea, 2010; 

Farivar, 2009; Formisano et al., 2003; Goodale and Milner, 1992; Kaas and 

Hackett, 2000; Lomber and Malhotra, 2008; Maeder et al., 2001; Marois et 

al., 2000; Mishkin et al., 1983; Rauschecker and Scott, 2000; Rauschecker 

and Tian, 2000; Recanzone and Cohen, 2010; Romanski et al., 1999). In 

addition, a few cortical areas have been implicated in multimodal (i.e., 

auditory and visual) phonological and multimodal spatial processing. 

Previous studies have shown that auditory and visual phonological 

processing activate similar areas in the left inferior frontal cortex 

(Bookheimer et al.,  1995; Jessen et al., 1999; Vigneau et al., 2006), and 

auditory and visual spatial tasks activate similar areas in inferior parietal 

lobule (Alain et al., 2001; Arnott et al., 2004; Bushara et al., 1999; Corbetta 

et al., 1993; Giesbrecht et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2000; Salmi et al., 2007; 

Salmi et al., 2009; Weeks et al., 1999; Yantis et al., 2002). 

Taken together, activity modulations during different auditory and visual 

tasks can be observed in various cortical areas depending on the attended 

modality and the characteristics of the stimuli (e.g., spatial vs. nonspatial).  
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1.3.1 SELECTIVE ATTENTION DURING SYNCHRONOUS AUDITORY 
AND VISUAL STIMULI 

When auditory and visual stimuli are delivered synchronously, attention 

related activity enhancements are sometimes seen also in the sensory cortex 

of the unattended modality, even during vigorous attempts to selectively 

attend to only one modality. In a study by Degerman and colleagues (2007), 

the participants were presented with synchronous auditory and visual 

stimuli. The participants were instructed to attend to low or high pitch 

sounds, red or blue circles, or an audiovisual combination of these features 

(e.g., low pitch and blue circle). The authors found that activity was enhanced 

in auditory temporal and visual occipital areas during both auditory and 

visual selective attention tasks (Degerman et al., 2007). The authors 

suggested that these activity enhancements in the modality-specific cortical 

areas might be due too either multimodal integration, that is, joining of 

synchronous auditory and visual events into single audiovisual objects, or 

associated with attention �spreading� to the modality to be ignored without 

perceptual binding (Degerman et al., 2007; see also Busse et al., 2005).  

1.4 DIVIDED ATTENTION DURING DUAL TASKING 

Divided attention is needed, when two or more attention demanding tasks 

are performed simultaneously. However, it is generally assumed that 

virtually simultaneous performance in two concurrent tasks is carried out by 

rapidly switching attention between the tasks (Näätänen, 1992; Broadbent, 

1958). Even continuous tasks, such as visuo-motor tracking task requiring 

constant monitoring and response correction, or cumulative memory tasks 

can be performed in a sporadic manner. For example, visuo-motor tracking 

tasks can be seen as consisting of several distinct perception-response 

decisions (Craik, 1947; Pashler, 1994) and during memory task, for example, 

a heard stimuli can be retrieved up to two seconds from the auditory memory 

buffer (Baddeley, 1992).  

Divided attention has been studied with dual task paradigms, in which the 

participants are required to perform two tasks simultaneously. In these 
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designs, the participants are often presented with auditory and visual stimuli, 

and the participants are required to perform and respond to auditory and 

visual tasks simultaneously. In studies investigating the effects of dual 

tasking, the brain activity and task performance during the dual task 

condition is often compared with those during its component tasks 

performed in single task conditions, that is, one at a time.  

1.4.1 PERFORMANCE IN DUAL TASKS 

Task performance often deteriorates during dual tasks requiring divided 

attention in relation to single task conditions. It is widely presumed that this 

dual task interference occurs when the component tasks require the same 

limited sensory, cognitive or cortical resources (Alais et al., 2006; Mowbray, 

1953; Pashler, 1994; Roland and Zilles, 1998; Welford, 1952). Dual tasking 

can deteriorate performance in one or both tasks by prolonging the reaction 

times or by reducing response accuracy, or both. It has been proposed that 

dual task interference derives from psychological refractory period (PRP), 

that is, a delay in processing of a second stimulus due to the incomplete and 

ongoing processing of a previous stimulus (Pashler, 1994). The PRP can 

result from limited cognitive resources that are shared during dual tasks, and 

thus each component task is left with less resources than during single task 

condition. The PRP could also result from switching attention between the 

concurrent tasks, or it could be caused by masking, that is, an incident in 

which the perception of a stimulus is influenced by occurrence of another 

stimulus, or other disruptive effects of stimuli (Pashler, 1994).  

In addition to cognitive and perceptual limitations, it has been suggested 

that dual task interference may derive from a response-selection bottleneck, 

that is, from the requirement to cognitively process but also select and 

execute responses to two independent stimuli at the same time (Pashler, 

1994; Welford, 1952). This suggestion is supported by more recent studies 

showing that dual task interference is mainly shown as prolonged reaction 

times and not so much as reduced response accuracy (Alais et al., 2006; 

Herath et al., 2001; Ruthruff et al., 2006a; Ruthruff et al., 2006b; Schubert 

and Szameitat, 2003). Further, with longer response windows, the dual task 
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interference is significantly reduced (Meyer and Kieras, 1997; Pashler, 

2000). 

However, dual task performance does not always suffer from interference. 

Well-practiced or overlearned functions can be performed in an automatic 

manner, for instance, an experienced driver can take part in discussion while 

driving. Therefore, it has been suggested that with sufficient practice it is 

possible to achieve virtually perfect time sharing in dual tasks, that is, to 

achieve an ability to switch attention between the tasks in a rapid manner 

(Schumacher et al., 2001). Finally, it has been proposed that during simple 

low-level tasks performed in different modalities each task relies on separate 

resources and thus the dual task interference does not occur (Alais et al., 

2006). This suggests that, at least for simple auditory and visual tasks, there 

might not be a common supramodal attentional resource that needs to be 

shared during dual tasking (Alais et al., 2006).  

To conclude, dual task interference could derive from perceptual, 

cognitive or motor requirements of component tasks or from different 

combinations of the requirements. In addition, executive functions, such as 

task switching or division of attention, might be under restraint during dual 

tasks. However, neither the mechanisms nor the neural basis underlying 

successful dual task performance or dual task interference are fully 

understood. 

1.4.2 BRAIN ACTIVITY DURING DUAL TASKING 

The results of dual task studies can be divided into three categories: First, a 

number of previous studies have reported that dual tasking enhances activity 

in cortical areas compared with the component tasks performed separately 

(Herath et al., 2001; Johnson and Zatorre, 2006; Johnson et al., 2007; 

Schubert and Szameitat, 2003; Stelzel et al., 2006). These dual task specific 

activity enhancements have been interpreted as evidence that there are 

multitasking specific brain areas that are recruited during simultaneous 

performance of two or more concurrent tasks. Second, other studies have 

found that the brain areas activated during dual tasks are merely a 

combination of brain areas activated by the component tasks (Adcock et al., 
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2000; see also Erickson et al., 2005). Based on these results, Adcock and 

colleagues (2000) suggested that brain activity during dual tasking is only 

additive in relation to its component tasks, and thus there is no evidence of 

brain areas specific for multitasking. Finally, some studies have found that 

during dual tasking, brain activity is decreased in certain brain areas (e.g., 

Just et al., 2001). These activity decrements during dual tasking have been 

connected with limited cognitive resources that are presumably shared 

during division of attention between the two concurrent tasks, and thus each 

component task is left with less resources.  

The enhanced brain activity during dual tasks that cannot be associated 

with either of the component tasks, has been interpreted as dual tasking 

specific. This activity is assumed to reflect executive functions, presumably 

needed during divided attention (Alvarez and Emory, 2006). Dual task 

specific activity in the frontal areas has been connected with coordination of 

concurrent tasks (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Johnson et al., 2007; 

Johnson and Zatorre, 2006; Schubert and Szameitat, 2003; Stelzel et al., 

2006) and in parietal areas with control and shifting of attention (Corbetta et 

al., 2008; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Schubert and Szameitat, 2003; 

Shomstein and Yantis, 2004). 

Yet, there is no consensus on the specific location of the frontal dual 

tasking area. Several studies have found dual task specific activity in slightly 

different frontal areas in the left hemisphere or even bilaterally (Johnson and 

Zatorre, 2006; Moisala et al., 2015; Schubert and Szameitat, 2003 Stelzel et 

al., 2006). The role of parietal areas during dual tasking is even more 

obscure. Parietal areas have been connected with spatial attention, cross-

modal and within-modality attention shifts and goal oriented attention 

(Bushara et al., 1999; Corbetta et al., 1993; Corbetta et al., 2008; Corbetta 

and Shulman, 2002; Giesbrecht et al., 2003; Salmi et al., 2007, 2009; 

Shomstein and Yantis, 2004, 2006; Weeks et al., 1999; Yantis et al., 2002). 

Thus, enhanced parietal activity during dual tasking could be due to 

attention shifts between the tasks, but also due to, for example, spatial 

variation of the stimuli, or in general, in consequence of voluntary attention.  
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Several studies have found that activity in the sensory cortices and other 

cortical areas recruited by the component tasks is decreased during dual 

tasking in relation to single task conditions (Just et al., 2001; Klingberg, 

1998; Newman et al., 2007; see also Johnson and Zatorre, 2006). This effect 

is presumably due to stronger attention effects during single tasking (focused 

attention) than during dual tasking requiring division or shifting of attention 

between two concurrent tasks. However, activity decrements during dual 

tasking have also been found in areas not directly associated with the 

component tasks, such as in the right IFG and anterior cingulate (Newman et 

al., 2007).  

The right IFG has been connected with response inhibition, especially 

inhibition of a prepotent response, auditory change detection, increased dual 

task interference and cognitive control, especially during conflicts of bottom-

up triggered and top-down controlled attention (Aron et al., 2004; Dove et 

al., 2000; Hampshire et al., 2010; Herath et al., 2001; Konishi et al., 1998; 

Salmi et al., 2009; Westerhausen et al., 2010). The ventromedial prefrontal 

areas, in turn, have been suggested to be involved in suppressing the 

processing of irrelevant stimuli. This interpretation is supported by studies 

showing enhanced activity in ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPC) and 

adjacent areas in response to distracting stimuli (Corbetta and Shulman, 

2002; Corbetta et al., 2008; Salmi et al., 2009; Shomstein and Yantis, 2004). 

If the activity in these areas is stronger during single tasking than during 

dual tasks, then these areas might be recruited due to suppression processes 

induced by task-irrelevant stimuli in selective attention tasks. During dual 

tasking, however, all presented stimuli might be task-relevant, and thus these 

suppression processes are redundant and suppression related activity is 

diminished. Moreover, VMPC has also been connected with the default mode 

network activated during rest and deactivated during goal directed tasks 

(e.g., Fox et al. 2005; McKiernan et al. 2003; Simpson et al. 2001). In 

addition, the VMPC activity has been shown to decrease with increasing task 

difficulty (McKiernan et al. 2003; Pallesen et al., 2008; Simpson et al. 2001). 

Therefore, activity decrements in the VMPC during dual tasking might be 
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also explained by deactivation of the default mode network in relation to 

increased task difficulty. 

Taken together, the results suggest that dual tasking might enhance 

activity in frontal and parietal areas, but the location of frontal activity is not 

known and the role of parietal areas is obscure. In addition, brain activity 

during dual tasking might decrease in areas participating in suppression and 

inhibition processes. Nevertheless, it seems that previous studies have 

mainly focused on identifying activations associated specifically with dual 

tasking, while less effort has been devoted to systematic investigation of the 

determinants of these activations. Moreover, activity decrements during dual 

tasking have not been systematically studied. In previous studies, a limited 

amount of task combinations (e.g., two single tasks and one dual task; for an 

exception, see Nijboer et al., 2014) have been used, and as such, the effects of 

the stimuli and task related factors might not be accounted for, even though 

they likely contribute to the observed activity.  

1.5 INVOLUNTARY ATTENTION 

As discussed briefly in chapter 1.2 Brain networks of attention, voluntary 

goal oriented attention is easily distracted by novel events. Changes in our 

stimulus environment often catch our attention and may disrupt goal 

oriented behavior by causing involuntary attention shifts towards the novel 

stimuli. These task-irrelevant changes elicit activity in the cortical areas 

involved in processing of the task-irrelevant stimulus as well as in frontal and 

parietal regions involved in involuntary attention to distractors and in their 

evaluation (Alho et al. 2015; Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Deouell and 

Knight 2009; Lavie 2005; Molholm et al., 2005; Näätänen 1990; Opitz et al. 

2002; Rinne et al. 2005a; Salmi et al. 2009).  

In the auditory modality, the brain networks of voluntary, goal oriented 

attention and stimulus triggered attention have been shown to activate same 

fronto-parietal areas (Alho et al., 2015; Salmi et al., 2009). In the visual 

modality, however, it is generally presumed that these networks are 

anatomically and functionally different: Several studies have suggested that 
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voluntary attention activates more dorsal attention areas and involuntary 

attention ventral temporo-parietal and frontal areas, but there is also 

evidence suggesting that these networks activate partly overlapping cortical 

areas (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Hopfinger et al., 2000; Peelen et al., 

2004; Salmi et al., 2007; Serences and Yantis, 2007).  

In studies investigating attention, distracting task-irrelevant changes are 

often used to produce involuntary attention shifts towards them. For 

example, in a study by Salmi and colleagues (2009), the participants were 

required to attend to left or right channel tones and indicate when the 

duration of the tones changed. In addition, the participants were required to 

switch their attention in a voluntary manner between the left and right 

channel, as indicated by a visual cue. During the tasks, task-irrelevant 

intensity changes could occur in tones of either channel, and task-irrelevant 

duration changes occurred also in the tones of unattended channel. The 

authors found that both stimulus triggered and goal directed attention shifts 

activated ventromedial SPL, left IFG/MFG, left FEF, and right TPJ (see also 

Alho et al., 2015). However, they found also differences in areas activated by 

different attention networks: goal directed attention was associated with 

enhanced activity in IPS and in superior SPL, while involuntary attention was 

associated with activity in ventromedial SPL (Salmi et al., 2009). A study by 

Peelen and colleagues (2004) compared brain activity associated with goal 

directed and stimulus triggered attention shifts in the visual modality. They 

found that both goal directed and stimulus triggered attention shifts 

activated same areas in bilateral FEF, right IFG and TPJ, and medially in the 

anterior cingulate cortex, precuneous, cuneus and cerebellum.  

Taken together, the results suggest that effects of involuntary attention 

shifts caused by novel events are not easily separated from those caused by 

voluntary attention shifts or even from spatial attention (Alain et al., 2008; 

Alho et al., 2015; Bushara et al., 1999; Corbetta et al., 1993; Corbetta et al., 

2008; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Giesbrecht et al., 2003; Maeder et al., 

2001; Salmi et al., 2007, 2009; Shomstein and Yantis, 2004, 2006; Weeks et 

al., 1999; Yantis et al., 2002). In addition, the effects of the distractors are 

not limited to the areas connected with voluntary or involuntary attention. 
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Any change in the stimulus environment in general may modulate the 

activity in the sensory cortices, and whether the distractor is presented in the 

attended or unattended modality has a strong influence on the observed 

activity. Moreover, distracting stimuli could enhance activity in additional 

regions within the sensory cortices, as well as in other cortical areas involved 

in, for example, distractor�s identification or localization (e.g., Kim and 

Hopfinger, 2010; Samson et al., 2011; Ahveninen et al., 2006; Alain et al., 

2001; Arnott et al., 2004; Belin et al., 2000; Cardoso-Leite and Gorea, 2010; 

Farivar, 2009; Marois et al., 2000; Milner and Goodale, 2008; Vigneau et al., 

2006). Finally, while task-irrelevant distractors have been widely used in 

experimental designs studying selective attention, the distractor effects 

during dual tasking have not been systematically investigated.  
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2 AIMS OF THE PRESENT THESIS 

The present thesis investigated brain activity during auditory and visual 

selective attention (Studies I and III) and during bimodal dual tasks (Studies 

II and III) requiring attention to both modalities. Brain activity during 

different attention conditions was measured with fMRI. In all studies, 

identical auditory and visual stimuli were presented during all attention 

conditions and hence, the stimulus effects during different tasks were 

controlled. In previous studies, a limited amount of task conditions has been 

used and thus, the activations associated with selective or divided attention 

could be related to the specific requirements of tasks. Therefore, in the 

current studies, several different tasks were used to evaluate the brain 

activity associated with selective and divided attention.  

Study I compared brain activations during phonological, spatial and 

�simple� modality-specific (speaker-gender or font-shade) auditory or visual 

discrimination tasks. Based on previous literature it was hypothesized that 1) 

there should be a clear distinction of brain activity associated with nonspatial 

and spatial processing within both auditory and visual modalities. Study I 

also compared activations related to auditory and visual phonological tasks 

and those related to auditory and visual spatial tasks. It was expected that 2) 

activations associated with auditory and visual phonological tasks, as well as 

activations related to the auditory and visual spatial tasks, would overlap in 

multimodal areas of phonological and spatial processing.  

In Study II, the three auditory and three visual tasks of Study I were 

combined as nine different bimodal dual tasks. The brain activity during 

these divided attention tasks was then compared with brain activity during 

the selective attention tasks, performed as the only task in Study I. Study II 

investigated whether dual task conditions would show common activity 

enhancements or decrements associated specifically with dual tasking. It was 

hypothesized that 1) activity enhancements associated specifically with dual 

tasking would be found in the frontal and parietal cortices. In addition, it was 

expected that 2) activity would either be enhanced, or decreased, in the left 
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frontal supramodal phonological processing areas when both component 

tasks required phonological processing and in the right parietal supramodal 

spatial processing areas when both tasks required spatial processing. 

Study III investigated brain activity during distracted and undistracted 

selective and divided attention. In this study, the auditory and visual stimuli 

were presented synchronously together with an occasional auditory or visual 

novel distractor. In addition, in pursuit of keeping different tasks equally 

demanding, task difficulty was controlled by maintaining the hit rate at a 

constant level during all attention conditions. The hypothesis was that 1) 

enhanced activity related to dual tasking would be found in the same frontal 

areas as in Study II. In addition, it was hypothesized that 2) the auditory and 

visual distractors would activate auditory and visual cortical areas, 

respectively, as well as fronto-parietal areas involved in involuntary 

attention. 
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3 METHODS AND RESULTS 

3.1 PARTICIPANTS  

In Studies I�III, the participants were right handed, had normal hearing, 

normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no history of psychiatric or 

neurological illnesses (all self reported). In addition, all participants were 

native Finnish speakers. Details of the participants are shown in Table 1. All 

the participants of Study I also took part in Study II. One of the participants 

of Studies I and II also took part in Study III.  

 

Table 1. Participants in Studies I�III. 

Study N Males/ Age (mean) 
Females in years

I 15 7/8 20–35 (25)
II 15 7/8 20–35 (25)
III 15 7/8 19–37 (26)

 

 

An informed written consent was obtained from each participant before 

the experiment. The experimental protocol in Studies I and II was approved 

by the Ethical Committee of the Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa, 

and in Study III by the Ethics Review Board in the Humanities and Social 

and Behavioural Sciences of the University of Helsinki. 

3.2 STIMULI AND PROCEDURES  

3.2.1 AUDITORY STIMULI  

In Studies I�II, the auditory stimuli were consonant-vowel and vowel-

consonant syllables each having a duration of 250 ms. The syllables either 

started with a vowel or ended in a vowel (7 and 10 different syllables per 

group, respectively), and were manipulated to produce two spatial categories: 
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central (four locations, ca. 2.5° or 5° to the left or right from midline) and 

more peripheral (four locations, ca. 20° or 25° to the left or right from 

midline (Feddersen et al., 1957). The syllables were uttered by either female 

or male native Finnish speaker (4 different speakers per group).  

In Study III, the auditory stimuli consisted of task-relevant sinewave 

tones and task-irrelevant auditory distractors both having a duration of 300 

ms. The task-relevant sinewave tones varied between 600 and 1800 Hz in 

frequency. In addition, occasionally, a task-irrelevant auditory distractor 

concurred with the task-relevant stimuli. The auditory distractors were 

spectrally complex novel sounds, such as bell or phone rings, instrumental 

sounds etc. The novel sounds were notch filtered at 1000 Hz with a two 

octave wide filter to avoid acoustic masking of the task-relevant sinewave 

tones. In addition, in Study III, an auditory functional localizer was 

presented after the actual experiment. The auditory functional localizer 

consisted of 2000 ms streams of 100 ms sinewave tones, with their frequency 

varying randomly between 600�1800 Hz. 

In Studies I and II, the auditory stimuli were delivered with an UNIDES 

ADU2a audio system (Unides Design, Helsinki, Finland) via plastic tubes 

through a porous ear tip (ER3, Etymotic Research Inc., Elk Grove Village, IL, 

USA) acting as an earphone. In Study III, the sounds were delivered using 

Sensimetrics S14 insert earphones (Sensimetrics Corporation, Malden, MA, 

USA). Noise from the scanner was attenuated by the earphones, circumaural 

ear protectors and viscoelastic mattresses inside and around the headcoil.  

3.2.2 VISUAL STIMULI  

In Studies I�II, the visual stimuli were consonant letters with a duration of 

250 ms (height ca. 0.018° visual angle, uppercase Arial font). The Finnish 

names of the letters either started with a vowel or ended in a vowel (7 and 10 

different letters in both groups, respectively), and the letters were presented 

either centrally near the fixation asterisk or more peripherally from fixation 

(four diagonal locations in both groups). The letters were presented in either 
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dark gray or light gray color (four shades in both groups) in relation to a gray 

background.  

In Study III, the visual stimuli consisted of task-relevant grayscale 

sinewave gratings and task-irrelevant visual distractors both having a 

duration of 300 ms. The task-relevant sinewave gratings varied in 

orientation between 0�360°. The circular grating had a radius of 1.5° and a 

spatial frequency of 2 c/°. The task-irrelevant visual distractors were complex 

colored textures subtending 16° × 24° around the grating. To avoid the 

textures from overlapping with the task-relevant sinewave gratings, a circular 

6° area was cut off from center of textures. In addition, in Study III, a visual 

functional localizer was presented after the actual experiment. The visual 

functional localizer was a circular checkerboard with a diameter of 3°, 

flickering at 8 Hz for 2000 ms at the center of the screen. In all studies the 

visual stimuli were presented on a gray background and projected to a mirror 

fixed to the head coil. 

3.2.3 PROCEDURES 

During all attention conditions, the participants were presented with 

auditory and visual stimuli. The participants were required to attend either 

auditory, visual or both modalities and perform either target detection 

(Studies I�II) or 1-back discrimination tasks (Study III). During the tasks, 

the participants were also required to focus on a fixation mark shown at the 

center of the screen. In each study, the task order was randomized separately 

for each participant. The experimental procedures were controlled with 

Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Berkeley, CA, USA).  

Studies I�II. In Studies I�II, concurrent asynchronous auditory and 

visual sequences were presented. The spoken syllables and written letters 

varied in their phonological, spatial and modality specific (voice or font 

shade) features. For both modalities, there were three different tasks. In the 

auditory phonological, spatial and simple tasks (APhon, ASpat and ASimp, 

respectively), targets were syllables starting with a vowel, syllables presented 

at more peripheral (left or right) locations, and syllables uttered by a female 
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speaker, respectively. In the visual phonological, spatial and simple tasks 

(VPhon, VSpat and VSimp, respectively), targets were letters with their name 

beginning with a vowel, letters at more peripheral locations, and letters 

presented with a darker gray font than the background, respectively. In Study 

II, the single tasks from Study I were combined to make nine bimodal dual 

tasks (APhonVPhon, APhonVSpat, APhonVSimp, ASpatVPhon, ASpatVSpat, ASpatVSimp, 

ASimpVPhon, ASimpVSpat and ASimpVSimp, Table 2). That is, in Study I, the 

participants performed single tasks in either modality, while in Study II they 

were required to attend both stimulus streams and perform the auditory and 

visual task simultaneously. 

 

Table 2. Task conditions of Studies I and II. 

Auditory APhon ASpat ASimp
Visual VPhon VSpat VSimp

Auditory APhon ASpat ASimp APhon ASpat ASimp APhon ASpat ASimp
Visual VPhon VPhon VPhon VSpat VSpat VSpat VSimp VSimp VSimp

Single tasks

Dual tasks

 

 

In Studies I�II, the stimulus onset-to-onset intervals varied randomly 

between 375 and 625 ms in 10 ms steps (rectangular distribution) within 

each modality. In all task blocks, 60�80 auditory and 60�80 visual stimuli 

were presented with a target probability of 0.2 per modality. In both auditory 

and visual stimulus sequences, stimulus features varied randomly except that 

all target features of the phonological, spatial and simple tasks had an 

independent probability of 0.2. Thus, a stimulus could contain 0�3 target 

features, although only one target feature was relevant to the task at hand. 

During all tasks, the participants were required to press a response button 

with their right index finger to the auditory or visual targets as fast as 

possible. 

Study III. In Study III, the task-relevant stimuli were sinewave tones and 

sinewave gratings presented synchronously with a constant onset-to-onset 

interval of 1800 ms. In addition, on 1/6 of trials, a task-irrelevant auditory 
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and on 1/6 of trials, a task-irrelevant visual novel distractor concurred with 

the tone and grating. The experiment consisted of auditory and visual 

discrimination tasks. The auditory task was to discriminate whether the tone 

pitch increased or decreased in relation to the preceding tone. The visual task 

was to discriminate whether the orientation of grating rotated clockwise or 

counterclockwise in relation to the preceding grating. During divided 

attention, the participants were required to perform the auditory and visual 

tasks simultaneously. During the single and dual tasks, the participants were 

required to respond with a four-button response box whether the pitch of a 

tone was higher (top button) or lower (bottom button) than the preceding 

tone or whether the orientation of the grating rotated clockwise (right 

button) or counterclockwise (left button) in comparison with the preceding 

grating. In addition, a control task condition was presented. During the 

control task, the participants were required to respond with any button press 

to all tone-grating pairs.  

3.3 FMRI DATA ACQUISITION AND INITIAL ANALYSIS  

In Studies I�II, brain imaging was carried out with a 3.0 T GE Signa MRI 

scanner (GE Medical Systems, USA) using an eight-channel head coil, and in 

Study III with a 3.0 T MAGNETOM Skyra scanner (Siemens Healthcare, 

Erlangen, Germany) using a 30 channel head coil. In all studies, the 

functional images were collected continuously throughout the experiment 

and jittered image acquisition was used (i.e., stimulus presentation and data 

acquisition were not time locked). A summary of fMRI data acquisition 

parameters is shown in Table 3. In addition, in Studies I and III, high-

resolution anatomical images (voxel matrix 256 × 256, in-plane resolution 1 

mm × 1 mm × 1 mm) were acquired.  
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Table 3. Summary of the data acquisitions parameters (TR = time of repetition, 

FOV = field of view). In all studies, the between slice gap was 1 mm. 

Study TR FOV Slice thickness In-plane Slices Volumes
(ms) (cm) (mm) resolution (mm)

I 2000 22 3.0 3.4 × 3.4 31 1082
II 2000 22 3.0 3.4 × 3.4 31 1436
III 1900 20 3.0 3.1 × 3.1 33 1149

 

 

In Studies I and II, the fMRI data were analyzed with the Functional 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain Center�s (FMRIB) software library 

(FSL 4.1.0, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). The data were motion corrected and 

spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (7 mm; full-width half-maximum) 

and high-pass filtered (cutoff 100 s). The hemodynamic response to task 

blocks was modelled using a gamma function (mean lag 6 s, SD 3 s) and its 

temporal derivative. For group (mixed-effects) analysis, the results of first-

level analyses were transformed into a standard space (MNI152; Montreal 

Neurological Institute). The group analysis was performed using FMRIB's 

Local Analysis of Mixed Effects (FLAME). In Study II, the comparisons 

between the single and dual task data (fixed effects) were conducted in the 

space of each participant�s high resolution anatomical image followed by 

group analysis (mixed effects) in the MNI152 space.  

In Study III, the data were analyzed with Statistical Parametric Mapping 

toolbox (SPM12; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, 

UK). The data were motion corrected, spatially smoothed (Gaussian kernel of 

6 mm full-width half-maximum), high-pass filtered (cutoff 128 s), and then 

transformed into a standard space (MNI152). The hemodynamic response to 

different events was modelled using canonical hemodynamic response 

function (mean lag 6 s, SD 1 s).  
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3.4 STUDY I: BRAIN ACTIVITY DURING AUDITORY AND 
VISUAL PHONOLOGICAL, SPATIAL AND SIMPLE 

DISCRIMINATION TASKS 

3.4.1 EXPERIMENTAL PARADIGM AND DATA ANALYSIS 

Study I compared brain activations within and between auditory and visual 

modalities during nonspatial and spatial tasks involving the same stimuli. 

The participants were presented with concurrent asynchronous streams of 

spoken syllables and written letters that varied in their phonological, spatial 

or modality-specific content. The participants were required to perform a 

phonological, spatial or �simple� (speaker-gender or font-shade) 

discrimination task in the attended modality (Figure 1). 

 

Time

Auditory 
stimuli

Visual 
stimuli

/ru/

250 ms

/ku/
Simple target
Spatial target

/lu/

*

125-375 ms

125-375 ms
250 ms

*
R

Phonological target
Simple target

/ab/
Phonological target

*
V

*T

Simple target

*
P

Spatial target

/su/
Simple target

*K

 
Figure 1. The auditory and visual stimuli used in Studies I�II. In the auditory 

modality, the targets in phonological, spatial, and voice tasks were syllables starting 

(vs. ending) with a vowel, syllables presented at the left or right lateral (vs. central) 

loci, and syllables spoken by female (vs. male) voices. In the figure, female and male 

voices are indicated in italic and bold font, respectively. In the visual modality, the 

targets in phonological, spatial and font tasks were letters with their name 

beginning (vs. ending) with a vowel, letters presented farther off (closer to) the 

fixation asterisk, and letters with a darker (vs. lighter) font than the background. 

Note that the locations of visual stimuli in the figure are not in proportion to the 

actual stimuli.  
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Based on timing information recorded during the experiment, each 

functional image was labelled as task (six selective attention tasks), baseline 

(silent, stimulus-free periods between the task blocks) or instruction 

(activations during the instructions were not analyzed). To study within-

modality differences between the phonological, spatial and simple tasks, each 

task was contrasted with the simple task of the other modality used as a 

baseline. In addition, direct comparisons between the phonological and 

spatial tasks were conducted within both modalities.  

To investigate activations in brain areas implicated in spatial and non-

spatial processing by previous studies, additional region-of-interest (ROI) 

analyses were conducted. In the ROI analyses the mean percent signal 

change in relation to stimulus-free baseline were calculated for each task. All 

ROIs were defined on the basis of anatomical structures according to the 

Harvard-Oxford cortical structural atlas included in FSL. The relatively large 

anatomical structures were further divided to smaller bilateral areas either in 

anterior-posterior (temporal ROIs) or superior-inferior (occipital ROIs) 

dimension.  

3.4.2 RESULTS 

Task performance. A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

factors Attended Modality (auditory, visual) and Task (phonological, spatial, 

simple) revealed that the hit rates were lowest in the auditory spatial task, 

similar in the two other auditory tasks, and differed between the three visual 

tasks, the hit rate being lowest for visual phonological task and highest for 

visual simple task (main effects of Attended Modality F(1,14) = 49.46, p < 

0.001 and Task F(2,28) = 35.54, p < 0.001, ε = 0.64 and the interaction of 

Attended Modality and Task F(2,28) = 73.51, p < 0.001; see Figure 5 in 3.6.2 

Results). A similar ANOVA for the mean hit reaction times revealed that the 

reaction times were similar during the auditory tasks and differed between 

the visual tasks, the reaction times being longest in the visual phonological 

task and shortest in the visual simple task (main effects of Attended Modality 

F(1,14) = 49.46, p < 0.001 and Task F(2,28) = 35.54, p < 0.001, ε = 0.61 and 
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a significant interaction of Attended Modality and Task F(2,28) = 73.51, p < 

0.001; see Figure 5).  

Brain activity during auditory and visual phonological, spatial and 

simple tasks. The different auditory and visual tasks activated largely 

overlapping areas in auditory and visual cortices, respectively. As seen in 

Figure 2, the brain activations related to auditory and visual phonological 

tasks overlapped in the left inferior frontal cortex (IFC), and brain activations 

related to auditory and visual spatial tasks overlapped in the right 

supramarginal gyrus (SMG).  

 

 

Figure 2. Areas showing significantly (Z > 2.3, cluster-corrected p < 0.05) 

enhanced activations during auditory and visual phonological (two leftmost figures) 

and spatial (two rightmost figures) tasks in relation to the simple (low-level, 

modality-specific speaker gender/font-shade) task in the other modality used as a 

baseline. 

 

In addition, to investigate whether the task difficulty and the high effort 

needed during the auditory spatial task contributed to the brain activity 

observed, additional analyses were performed. For each participant, a block-

wise d’ value was calculated and entered as an explanatory variable in an 

additional fMRI analysis. However, this analysis revealed no significant 

activations (Z > 2.3, cluster-corrected p < 0.05) or systematic activation 

clusters (Z > 1.6, uncorrected) associated with variation of the d’ values. 

Thus, difficulty differences between the tasks did not have a systematic 

influence on brain activations.  
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The ROI analyses showed that in temporal areas the activity was higher 

during the auditory than during the visual tasks, and in occipital areas, 

higher during the visual than during the auditory tasks. In addition, activity 

in the superior temporal sulcus (STS) was lower during visual phonological 

task than during other visual tasks (Figure 3; see also Table 4: main effects of 

Attended Modality). 
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Figure 3. The mean percent signal changes in the left and right hemisphere 

anterior, middle and posterior STS ROIs during different tasks. Error bars indicate 

standard error of mean, SEM. Phon., Spat. and Simple refer to phonological, spatial, 

and simple (modality-specific speaker gender/font-shade) discrimination tasks, 

respectively .  

 

An additional ANOVA for the visual tasks with factors Hemisphere (left, 

right), Anterior�Posterior Distribution (anterior, middle, posterior) and Task 

(phonological, spatial, simple) was conducted to study further the lower 
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activity during the visual phonological task in relation to other visual tasks. 

This ANOVA revealed that this difference was larger in the anterior and 

middle STS ROIs than in the posterior STS ROI and larger in the left STS 

than in the right STS (Table 4: significant main effect of Task, and significant 

interactions of Hemisphere and Task and Anterior�Posterior Distribution 

and Task; see also Figure 3).  
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Table 4. Selected ROI results (for all ROI results, see Study I). Significant main 

effects and interactions of repeated measures ANOVAs with factors Attended 

Modality (auditory, visual), Task (phonological, spatial, simple), and Hemisphere 

(left, right), as well as Distribution (anterior, middle, posterior) for the STS, Pars 

opercularis, SPL and IPL. When needed the degrees of freedom (df) were 

Greenhouse-Geisser corrected as implicated by a reported correction term P , but 

the original dfs are reported together with the corrected p-value.  

Significant main effects and interactions F-value df p-value  

STS
Attended Modality 22.81 1, 29 0.001
Task 4.8 2, 58 0.05 0.63
Distribution × Attended Modality 8.76 2, 58 0.01 0.63
Hemisphere × Distribution × Task 6.45 4, 116 0.01 0.43
Hemisphere × Attended Modality × Task 13.42 2, 58 0.001 0.84
Hemisphere × Distribution × Attended Modality × Task 7.4 4, 116 0.01 0.42

Additional STS ANOVA for the visual tasks
Task 8.53 2, 58 0.01
Hemisphere × Task 9.09 2, 58 0.01 0.78
Distribution × Task 3.83 4, 116 0.05 0.58

Pars opercularis
Attended Modality 20.19 1, 14 0.01
Task 7.28 2, 28 0.01
Hemisphere × Task 9.56 2, 28 0.01
Attended Modality × Task 22.6 2, 28 0.001

SPL
Attended Modality 37.15 1, 14 0.001
Task 10.01 2, 28 0.01
Hemisphere × Task 9.43 2, 28 0.01
Hemisphere × Attended Modality × Task 3.47 2, 28 0.05

IPL
Attended Modality 6.24 1, 14 0.05
Task 11.08 2, 28 0.001

 

 

The activity in the pars opercularis was higher during the three auditory 

tasks and during the visual phonological tasks than during the visual spatial 

and visual simple tasks, this difference being larger in the left hemisphere 

than in the right hemisphere (Table 4: significant main effects of Attended 
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Modality and Task and interactions of Hemisphere and Task and Attended 

Modality and Task; see also Figure 4).  

 

 

 

Figure 4. The mean percent signal changes in the left and right hemisphere pars 

opercularis ROIs during different tasks. Error bars indicate SEMs. Phon., Spat. and 

Simple refer to phonological, spatial, and simple (modality-specific speaker 

gender/font-shade) discrimination tasks, respectively. 

 

The activity in the SPL was higher during the visual tasks than during the 

auditory tasks and higher during the spatial tasks than during the other tasks 

(Table 4: significant main effects of Attended Modality and Task). In 

addition, in the left SPL, the activity was of comparable magnitude during 

the visual phonological and visual spatial tasks (Table 4: significant 

interactions of Hemisphere and Task and Hemisphere, Attended Modality 

and Task). The activity in the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) was bilaterally 

higher during the auditory and visual spatial tasks than during the other 

tasks (Table 4: significant main effects of Attended Modality and Task).  
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3.5 STUDY II: BRAIN ACTIVATIONS DURING BIMODAL 
DUAL TASKS DEPEND ON THE NATURE AND 

COMBINATION OF COMPONENT TASKS 

3.5.1 EXPERIMENTAL PARADIGM AND DATA ANALYSIS 

Study II examined brain activity during nine different dual tasks (APhonVPhon, 

APhonVSpat, APhonVSimp, ASpatVPhon, ASpatVSpat, ASpatVSimp, ASimpVPhon, ASimpVSpat 

and ASimpVSimp; Table 2).  In addition, brain activity during each dual tasks 

was compared with brain activity during its component tasks performed one 

at a time in Study I. Study II used the same stimuli and experimental design 

as Study I (Figure 1).  

To compare task performance between dual and single task conditions, 

performance in dual tasks was analyzed across all dual tasks involving a 

certain component task. For example, mean hit and false alarm rates and the 

mean hit reaction time for the APhon  component task were calculated across 

the APhonVPhon, APhonVSpat and APhonVSimp dual tasks. For the imaging data, 

each functional image was labelled as task (nine dual tasks), baseline (silent, 

stimulus-free periods) or instruction. To compare brain activity between the 

dual and single task conditions, the brain activity of each dual task was 

contrasted separately with its auditory component task and its visual 

component tasks. The resulting statistical images were then entered into 

conjunction analyses to reveal activity enhancements specifically associated 

with dual tasking.  

3.5.2 RESULTS 

Task performance. A repeated measures ANOVA with factors Condition 

(single task, dual task) and Task (phonological, spatial, simple) revealed that 

the reaction times did not differ significantly between the dual and single 

tasks (Figure 5). The hit rates, however, were lower during the dual tasks 

than during the single tasks both in auditory (main effect of Condition 
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F(1,14) = 17.37, p < 0.001) and in visual modality (main effect of Condition 

F(1,14) = 39.94, p < 0.001; Figure 5). 

 

APhon  ASpat  ASimp

Single tasks Dual tasks

APhon  ASpat  ASimpVPhon  VSpat  VSimp VPhon  VSpat  VSimp

 
Figure 5. Mean hit reaction times and hit rates during single (light gray bars) and 

dual (dark gray bars) task conditions for each auditory and visual component task. 

Note that the performance in dual tasks was measured across all dual tasks 

involving a certain component task. Error bars indicate SEMs. (APhon, ASpat and ASimp 

refer to auditory phonological, spatial and simple component tasks, respectively, 

and VPhon, VSpat and VSimp refer to visual phonological, spatial and simple component 

tasks, respectively).  

In the auditory modality, the hit rates were lowest for dual tasks involving 

the ASpat  component task and in the visual modality for dual tasks involving 

the VPhon task. In addition, for the ASpat  and VPhon tasks, the hit rates differed 

the least between the dual and single task conditions (an ANOVA in the 

auditory modality revealed a significant main effect of Task F(2,28) = 237.88, 

p < 0.001 and a significant Condition × Task interaction F(2,28) = 16.01, p < 

0.001 and an ANOVA in the visual modality revealed a significant main effect 

of Task F(2,28) = 21.11, p < 0.001 and a significant Condition × Task 

interaction F(2,28) = 4.91, p < 0.05).  

Activity enhancements during dual tasks. Four dual tasks showed 

enhanced activity in relation to both its auditory component task and its 

visual component task (Figure 6). A common area showing enhanced activity 
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for all of these duals tasks was found in the left superior precentral gyrus. In 

addition, APhonVSpat, and ASimpVSimp showed enhanced activity in the left MFG 

and APhonVSimp in the bilateral MFG and APhonVSimp and ASimpVSimp in the right 

superior precentral gyrus.  

 

 
Figure 6. Dual tasks showing significantly enhanced activity during dual tasking in 

relation to single tasking.  

 

Activity decrements during dual tasks. To study activity decrements 

associated with dual tasking, a similar analysis as for task performance was 

used. The mean activity across dual tasks including a certain component task 

was defined (e.g., for the APhon task the mean brain activity during the 

APhonVPhon, APhonVSpat and APhonVSimp dual tasks) and contrasted with activity 

during the corresponding component task (i.e., APhon) performed as a single 

task in Study I. 

As seen in Figure 7, all these comparisons showed significantly decreased 

activity during dual tasking when compared with single tasking in the left 

posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG). For dual tasks including a certain 

auditory component tasks, the decreased activity was found in more 

widespread areas in the left STG than for visual component tasks. In 
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addition, for the dual tasks including the ASpat or ASimp component tasks, 

activity decreased in relation to single tasks also in the right posterior STG. 

Moreover, the dual tasks including the ASpat or VPhon component tasks were 

associated with activity decrements in right IFG, and dual tasks including the 

ASimp, VSpat or VSimp component tasks with activity decrements in VMPC, 

when compared to single tasking. 

 

 

Figure 7. Areas showing significantly lower activity during dual tasks than during 

the component tasks performed separately in Study I. (A) Dual tasks including the 

auditory phonological component task (i.e., the dual tasks APhonVPhon, APhonVSpat and 

APhonVSimp), auditory spatial component task (i.e., ASpatVPhon, ASpatVSpat and ASpatVSimp) 

or auditory simple (speaker gender) component task (i.e., ASimpVPhon, ASimpVSpat and 

ASimpVSimp) compared with corresponding auditory component tasks (e.g., APhon). (B) 

Dual tasks including the visual phonological component task (i.e., APhonVPhon, 

ASpatVPhon and ASimpVPhon), visual spatial component task (i.e., APhonVSpat, ASpatVSpat 

and ASimpVSpat) or visual simple (font-shade) component task (i.e., APhonVSimp, 

ASpatVSimp and ASimpVSimp) compared with corresponding visual component tasks 

(e.g., VPhon). Note that the brain images are tilted 20 degrees to the left or right to 

reveal ventromedial prefrontal brain areas.  
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3.6 STUDY III: BRAIN ACTIVITY DURING DISTRACTED 
AND UNDISTRACTED SELECTIVE AND DIVIDED 

ATTENTION 

3.6.1 EXPERIMENTAL PARADIGM AND DATA ANALYSIS 

Study III investigated brain activity during undistracted and distracted 

selective and divided attention. The participants performed auditory and 

visual 1-back discrimination tasks involving tones and gratings. During 

selective attention conditions the participants were required attend either 

auditory or visual stimuli and perform the discrimination task in the 

attended modality. During divided attention, they were required to attend 

both auditory and visual stimuli, and indicate in which modality and to 

which direction the change occurred (Figure 8). In a control task, they were 

required to press any response button when a stimulus pair occurred. 

 

 

Figure 8. The participants were presented with a stream of synchronous sinewave 

tones and sinewave gratings that varied in their pitch and orientation, respectively. 

On 1/6 of trials, an auditory novel distractor (e.g., instrumental sounds or bell 

rings), and on 1/6 of trials, a visual novel distractor (e.g., colored textures) occurred 

together with the tone-grating pair. 

 

Task difficulty was maintained at 70.7 % with an adaptive staircase 

method based on trials without distractors.  

Brain activity was analyzed using a whole brain 2 × 2 × 3 repeated 

measures ANOVA with factors Auditory Attention (auditory attention “on”, 

auditory attention “off”), Visual Attention (visual attention “on”, visual 
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attention �off�) and Distractor (auditory distractor, visual distractor, 

distractor �off�). In addition, brain activity during divided attention was 

separately contrasted with brain activity during selective auditory attention 

and with brain activity during visual selective attention. The resulting two 

contrasts were then entered into conjunction analysis to reveal significant 

activation enhancements specific to divided attention. To study the modality 

specific effects of auditory and visual distractors, direct auditory distractor 

vs. no distractor and visual distractor vs. no distractor contrasts were 

conducted. Moreover, to study activity in the sensory cortices, the data from 

separate auditory and visual localizer runs were used to define ROIs in the 

auditory and visual cortex, respectively. Finally, post-hoc analyses were 

performed in areas showing significant Auditory and Visual Attention 

interaction and in auditory and visual cortices defined with localizers.  

3.6.2 RESULTS 

Task performance. The discrimination thresholds during selective and 

divided attention conditions were compared using Bonferroni corrected 

pairwise comparisons. As seen in Figure 9, the mean discrimination 

thresholds were significantly lower during selective attention than during 

divided attention in both auditory (t(14) = -5.607, p < 0.001) and visual 

(t(14) = -5.101, p < 0.001) modality.  

The mean hit reaction times during different trial types were compared 

with a repeated measures ANOVA with factors Attention Mode (selective, 

divided), Modality (auditory, visual) and Distractor (auditory distractor, 

visual distractor, no distractor). The mean hit reaction times were longer 

during divided than during selective attention (F(1,14) = 89.33, p < 0.001), 

longer to tones than gratings (F(1,14) = 35.48, p < 0.001), and in general, 

longer on trials with a distractor than for trials with no distractor (F(2,28) = 

11.15, p < 0.001). In both modalities, the reaction times were prolonged more 

by an intramodal than crossmodal distractor (Modality × Distractor 

interaction F(2,28) = 15.83, p < 0.001; Figure 9).  
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Figure 9. Mean discrimination thresholds for tone frequency and grating 

orientation during selective (Sel) and divided (Div) attention and mean hit reaction 

time for each trial type during selective and divided attention. Error bars indicate 

SEMs. Sel Aud, Sel Vis, Div Aud and Div Vis refer to selective auditory attention, 

selective visual attention, auditory RTs during divided attention and visual RTs 

during divided attention, respectively.  

 

The increments in discrimination thresholds and reaction times during 

divided attention in relation to selective attention indicated that dividing 

attention was more demanding than performing the single tasks one at a 

time. In addition, prolonged reaction times on distracted trials indicated that 

the distractors caught participants� attention and further, during selective 

attention the distractors in the attended modality distracted the task 

performance more than the distractors in the unattended modality.  

Brain activity associated with auditory and visual attention. Auditory 

attention was associated with bilateral activity in the IFG/MFG and the IPL 

and in left temporal areas, while Visual attention was associated with 

bilateral activity in the occipital cortex and SPL (Figure 10A). In addition, 

both Auditory and Visual Attention were associated with activity bilaterally 

in VMPC, precuneus and posterior medial frontal gyri and in the left 

precentral areas. To investigate attention related activity enhancements in 

the sensory areas, additional post-hoc tests in the auditory and visual cortex 
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ROIs (Figure 10D) were conducted for trials with no distractor. These post-

hoc tests indicated, that for trials with no distractors, the activity in the visual 

cortex was significantly higher during selective visual attention than during 

selective auditory attention (t(14) = 3.479, p < 0.01), divided attention (t(14) 

= 3.887, p < 0.01) and control task (t(14) = 3.041, p < 0.01). In the auditory 

cortex, however, the opposite differences were non-significant.  

Brain activity associated with divided attention. The interaction of 

Auditory × Visual Attention from the whole brain ANOVA (Figure 10B) was 

associated with significant activity in the left MFG, left lateral and bilateral 

medial SPL and right VMPC (for the medial areas, see Study III). Two post-

hoc analyses performed in areas associated with Auditory × Visual Attention 

interaction showed that in the left MFG, the mean percent signal change was 

lower during selective auditory attention than divided attention (Bonferroni 

corrected pairwise comparisons, t(14) = -4.729, p < 0.001), and lower during 

selective visual attention than divided attention (t(14) = -5.104, p < 0.001). 

For the right VMPC, the mean percent signal change was significantly higher 

during selective visual attention than divided attention (t(14) = 3.36, p < 

0.05), while the activity during selective auditory attention had a tendency to 

be higher than divided attention (t(14) = 2.815, p < 0.084), but this 

difference did not reach significance. In the left and right SPL, the 

corresponding differences were non-significant. 

In addition, direct comparisons between divided attention and selective 

attention conditions were performed (see 3.6.1 Experimental paradigm and 

data analysis for more details). This analysis revealed significant activity 

enhancements (t = 3.79, cluster-level p(FWE) < 0.05, cluster size > 50) in the 

same left MFG area, as revealed by Auditory × Visual Attention interaction 

(Figure 10C). 
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Figure 10. Brain activity related to different attention conditions and distractors. 

Significant (F = 11.25, voxel-wise p < 0.001, cluster size > 50) activity related to A) 

Auditory Attention and Visual Attention and B) Auditory Attention × Visual 

Attention interaction from the whole brain ANOVA. C) Areas showing significant 

(voxel-wise height threshold t = 3.79, cluster-level p(FWE) < 0.05, cluster size > 50) 

activity enhancements during divided attention in relation to both auditory and 

visual selective attention. D) Significant (voxel-wise height threshold t = 3.79, 

cluster-level p (FWE) < 0.05, cluster size > 50) activity enhancements during trials 

with an auditory distractor or a visual distractor in relation to trials with no 

distractor and E) mean percent signal changes (error bars indicate SEMs) in the 

auditory and visual cortices (data combined across the two hemispheres) for 

different trials when compared to a baseline period. Sel Aud, Sel Vis, Div and Ctrl 

refer to selective auditory attention, selective visual attention, divided attention and 

the control task, respectively. 

 

Brain activity associated with task-irrelevant auditory and visual 

distractors. The main effect of Distractor and the direct comparisons 
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between auditory distractor vs. no distractor and visual distractor vs. no 

distractor contrasts revealed significant activity enhancements only in the 

auditory and visual cortices, respectively (Figure 10D). For the auditory and 

visual cortex ROIs ANOVAs with the same factors as for the whole brain 

ANOVA (Auditory Attention, Visual Attention and Distractor) were 

conducted. In these ANOVAs, significant main effect of Distractor was 

revealed in the auditory cortex (F(2,28) = 39.05, p < 0.001) and in the visual 

cortex (F(2,28) = 41.85, p < 0.001). As seen in Figure 10E, the activity in the 

auditory cortex was higher for trials with an auditory distractor than for trials 

with no distractor and trials with visual distractor, and in the visual cortex, 

higher for trials with a visual distractor than for trials with no distractor or 

for trials with an auditory distractor. 
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4 DISCUSSION 

The present Studies I�III suggest that the brain activity during selective and 

divided attention is strongly influenced by the tasks performed. First, the 

present results show that selective auditory and selective visual attention 

enhance activity in auditory and visual cortices, respectively, and that during 

intermodal selective attention these activations are influenced by the 

characteristics and temporal relationship of auditory and visual stimuli. 

Second, the results suggest that cross-modal divided attention is specifically 

associated with enhanced activity in the left MFG. Yet, the results also show 

that not all dual tasks enhance activity in the frontal areas and that different 

dual tasks activate slightly different frontal areas. Third, the results suggest 

that when auditory and visual distractors are presented simultaneously with 

the task-relevant stimuli, their effects may be observed mostly in the auditory 

and visual cortices.  

4.1 SELECTIVE ATTENTION DURING BIMODAL 
STIMULUS PRESENTATION 

The results of Studies I and III showed that selective attention to auditory or 

visual modality during bimodal stimulus presentation enhanced activity in 

auditory and visual cortices, respectively. These results are in line with 

previous studies showing strong attention related activity modulations in the 

sensory cortices of the attended modality (Cate et al., 2009; Corbetta et al., 

1990; Hall et al., 2000; Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000; Petkov et al., 2004; 

Reynolds and Chelazzi, 2004; Rinne et al., 2005b;  Schwartz et al., 2005; 

Smith et al., 2000; Woodruff et al., 1996).  

However, in Study III, the effects of selective attention were less marked 

in the sensory cortices, and for example, they were not observed in the right 

auditory cortex. It could be argued that the small effects of selective attention 

in Study III imply that the participants were not attending the intended 
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modality. Nonetheless, since the participants were required to respond to 

targets in different modalities with different response buttons, the correct 

response modality and participants� successful task performance indicated 

that they were performing the intended tasks. Thus, the relatively small 

attention effects during the selective attention conditions are likely due to 

experimental design. Indeed, some previous studies have shown, that when 

auditory and visual stimuli are presented synchronously, attention related 

activity enhancements are seen also in the sensory cortex of the unattended 

modality (Degerman et al., 2007). Perhaps synchronous auditory and visual 

objects are perceptually bound to a single audiovisual object and even during 

intermodal selective attention, the attention effects spread to the cortical 

areas of unattended modality (Busse et al., 2005; Degerman et al., 2007).  

However, it is also likely that the stimulus presentation rate influenced 

the attention effects observed Studies I and III. In Study I, showing widely 

spread activations related to selective attention, the interstimulus interval 

varied between 375�625 ms, whereas in Study III, showing only small effects 

of selective attention, the interstimulus interval was 1800 ms. Faster 

stimulus presentation rate may help to remain focused on the attended 

modality and consequently the effects of selective attention are enhanced.  

In addition, the attention effects in Study I were neither entirely as 

expected.  Previous studies have suggested a clear distinction with activations 

associated with nonspatial and spatial processing in both auditory and visual 

modality (Ahveninen et al., 2006; Alain et al., 2001; Arnott et al., 2004; 

Corbetta et al., 1990; Farivar, 2009; Goodale and Milner, 2003; Marois et al., 

2000; Milner and Goodale, 2008; Mishkin et al., 1983; Warren and Griffiths, 

2003). However, in Study I all auditory tasks activated largely overlapping 

temporal and frontal areas and the visual tasks activated similar areas in 

occipital and parietal cortices. The lack of more marked activity differences 

between nonspatial and spatial processing in Study I is likely due to the 

stimuli used. As one aim of the current thesis was to control the stimulus 

effects, the phonological, spatial and modality specific stimulus features 

varied in both modalities during all tasks.  
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It is possible that variation of the task-irrelevant features in Study I, and 

the stimuli of the unattended modality in Study III may have sometimes 

caught participants� involuntary attention. In Study I, this might have 

resulted in smaller activity differences between the nonspatial and spatial 

tasks within both modalities. In Study III, the simultaneously presented task-

irrelevant stimulus presumably affected the brain activity associated with 

auditory and visual selective attention. Thus, the effects of selective attention 

in Studies I and III are likely influenced by interaction of goal oriented 

attention, �spreading� of attention to the modality or features to be ignored 

(Busse et al., 2005; Degerman et al., 2007), and involuntary attention caused 

by task-irrelevant stimulus variation.  

Finally, it should be noted that in all current studies, similar stimuli were 

presented during all attention conditions. In previous selective attention 

studies, the activations during active tasks to varying stimuli are sometimes 

compared with activations to constant stimuli, and therefore brain activity 

associated with selective attention is also influenced by stimulus effects. The 

current results, however, reflect attention related activity differences during 

controlled stimulus effects. 

4.2 SUPRAMODAL PHONOLOGICAL AND SPATIAL 

PROCESSING 

Study I revealed that auditory and visual phonological tasks activated 

overlapping areas in the left IFC, also previously implicated in phonological 

evaluation or speech and text (Bookheimer et al., 1995; Jessen et al., 1999; 

Vigneau et al., 2006). In addition, the activity in the left pars opercularis ROI 

in the left IFC (see 3.5.2 Results, Table 4, Figure 4) was higher during the 

three auditory tasks and visual phonological task than during the other visual 

tasks, suggesting that this area is involved in auditory processing and in 

visual phonological processing. The auditory and visual spatial tasks, in turn, 

elicited activations that overlapped in the right IPL, consistently with 

previous studies showing IPL activation during both auditory and visual 

spatial tasks (Alain et al., 2001; Arnott et al., 2004; Bushara et al., 1999; 
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Corbetta et al., 1993; Giesbrecht et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2000; Salmi et al., 

2007; Salmi et al., 2009; Weeks et al., 1999; Yantis et al., 2002). Moreover, 

the ROI analyses of IPL and SPL showed that activity was significantly higher 

in these areas during the spatial tasks than during the other tasks, this effect 

being larger in the visual domain. Taken together, these results imply that 

the left IFC and the right IPL are areas involved in supramodal phonological 

and spatial processing, respectively. However, it should be noted that 

different left IFC and right IPL subregions may have been activated by 

auditory and visual processing, but due to limits of spatial resolution in 

spatially smoothed whole-brain imaging data these regions were 

indistinguishable in the present results. 

Study II investigated, whether activity associated with auditory and visual 

phonological processing and activity associated with auditory and visual 

spatial processing would show activity modulations when phonological or 

spatial tasks are performed simultaneously in both modalities. When 

compared with the baseline dual task, the activations during dual tasks 

requiring auditory and visual phonological or auditory and visual spatial 

processing were found in similar supramodal areas as in Study I. However, 

when activity during these phonological and spatial dual tasks was compared 

with activity during their component tasks performed alone, no activity 

enhancements or decrements were found in these areas.  

Taken together, the results suggest that supramodal phonological and 

spatial areas are similarly activated during single tasks requiring 

phonological or spatial processing in one modality and during dual tasks 

requiring auditory and visual phonological or spatial processing. Therefore, 

even though the resources of the supramodal phonological and spatial areas 

are shared during dual tasking, there was no evidence that these supramodal 

areas would be under specific strain during dual tasking and thus, they are 

unlikely to be the �bottleneck� areas for phonological and spatial processing 

per se.  
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4.3 BRAIN ACTIVITY DURING DUAL TASKS 

Previous studies have suggested that dual tasking activates frontal and 

parietal cortices (Johnson et al., 2007; Johnson and Zatorre, 2006; Schubert 

and Szameitat, 2003; Stelzel et al., 2006). In addition, some studies have 

found that activity is decreased during dual tasking in the sensory cortices, as 

well as other brain regions (Just et al., 2001; Klingberg, 1998; Newman et al., 

2007; see also Johnson and Zatorre, 2006). The results of the current thesis 

support, partly, both findings.  

4.3.1 ACTIVITY ENHANCEMENTS IN FRONTAL AREAS 

In Study II, four out of nine dual tasks showed enhanced activity during 

divided attention tasks in relation to both auditory and visual component 

tasks (Figure 6). Enhanced activity related to dual tasking was not found for 

dual tasks including ASpat or VPhon component tasks, as discussed in more 

detail in chapter 4.3.4 The effects of modality atypical component tasks. As 

mentioned above, previous studies on divided attention have mainly 

investigated brain activity during one dual task, and therefore the activations 

associated with divided attention could be influenced by specific 

requirements of tasks used. However, a recent study Nijboer and colleagues 

(2014) investigated the brain activity during three different dual tasks. 

Congruently with Study II, they did not find systematic frontal activity 

enhancements specifically associated with dual tasking during all dual tasks.  

In Study II, the common area showing enhanced activity for four dual 

tasks was found in the left superior precentral gyrus, presumably due to 

motor responses. However, three dual tasks showed enhanced activity in 

overlapping areas in the left MFG, in an area also previously implicated in 

divided attention (Johnson et al., 2007; Johnson and Zatorre, 2006; 

Schubert and Szameitat, 2003; Stelzel et al., 2006). 

In Study III, the interaction of Auditory and Visual Attention was 

associated with activity in the left MFG, bilateral medial SPL and left lateral 

SPL, and in the right VMPC. Post-hoc tests revealed that in the left MFG, the 

activity was significantly higher during divided attention than during 
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selective auditory or selective visual attention (for VMPC area, see 4.3.3 

Activity decrements during dual tasks). In addition, brain activity during 

divided attention was separately compared with brain activity during 

auditory selective attention and with brain activity during visual selective 

attention. The conjunction analysis of these two contrasts revealed 

significant activity enhancements associated with divided attention in the 

same left MFG area as the interaction (Figure 10C). Taken together, in 

Studies II and III, the enhanced activity associated with divided attention 

was found in the same left MFG region (Figure 11).  

 

 
Figure 11. Activity enhancements associated with divided attention. Activity during 

four different dual tasks showing activity enhancements related to dual tasking in 

Study II  (dark red to yellow areas: areas activated by only one dual task are shown 

in dark red, and areas activated by all four tasks are shown in yellow) and activity 

enhancements during divided attention in relation to auditory and visual selective 

attention tasks in Study III (white areas).  

 

Previous studies on divided attention have also found that dual tasking 

activates additional cortical regions in relation to single tasking. In a study by 

Moisala and colleagues (2015), the participants were required to divide their 
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attention between auditory and visual tasks during simultaneous 

presentation of spoken and written sentences. The tasks required semantic 

evaluation of these sentences. They found brain activity associated with 

divided attention (in comparison with selective attention) bilaterally in the 

MFG. In Study II, the APhonVSimp dual task, requiring auditory phonological 

and visual font-shade discrimination, showed dual task specific activity 

bilaterally in the MFG, while the other three dual tasks showed such activity 

enhancements only in the left hemisphere. In a study by Johnson and 

Zatorre (2006), the participants were required to perform audiovisual 

divided attention task during simultaneously presented auditory melodies 

and visual shapes. The participants were required to memorise the stimuli 

and identify it after short delay. Johnson and Zatorre found brain activity 

associated with divided attention only in left MFG. In four region peak voxels 

reported by Johnson and Zatorre, one is located in an area activated by two 

dual tasks in Study II (Broadman area 8, MNI coordinates x = -46, y = 24, z 

= 42), while activations revealed by Study III are located slightly more 

inferior.  

Both in Study II and in the study by Moisala and colleagues (2015), 

linguistic stimuli were used, although the tasks were very different (feature 

discrimination vs. semantic evaluation, respectively). In Study III, the 

participants were required to attend to tone pitch or grating orientation, or 

both, whereas in the study by Johnson and Zatorre (2006) auditory melodies 

and line drawings were used as stimuli. Regardless of the stimuli used, all the 

aforementioned studies revealed activity specifically associated with divided 

attention in the left MFG, suggesting that the stimuli used may not have a 

strong influence on the dual tasking activations. Thus, the results of the 

current thesis support, partly, the previous studies showing dual task specific 

activity enhancements in frontal areas (Johnson et al., 2007; Johnson and 

Zatorre, 2006; Schubert and Szameitat, 2003; Stelzel et al., 2006).  

Yet, in Study II, the results showed that not all dual tasks were associated 

with dual task specific activity in frontal areas. Namely, when dual tasks 

included ASpat or VPhon component task, no activity enhancements related to 

dual tasking was found. This suggests that at least component tasks requiring 
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auditory spatial or visual phonological processing might differ from the other 

component tasks used in the aforementioned studies in a fundamental way 

that perhaps influenced the coordination processes during dual tasking (see 

4.3.4 The effects of modality atypical component tasks for more discussion).  

4.3.2 ACTIVITY IN THE PARIETAL AREAS 

Activity in the superior parietal cortex has been associated with cross-modal 

and within-modality attention shifts (Bushara et al., 1999; Corbetta et al., 

1993; Giesbrecht et al., 2003; Salmi et al., 2007; Salmi et al., 2009; 

Shomstein and Yantis, 2004, 2006; Weeks et al., 1999; Yantis et al., 2002) as 

well as with goal oriented attention (Corbetta et al., 2008). In addition, a 

study by Schubert and Szameitat (2003) showed dual task specific activity 

enhancements in parietal areas during an audiovisual dual task, presumably 

resulting from cross-modal attention shifts (Shomstein and Yantis, 2004). 

Thus, it was expected that activity in the parietal areas would be enhanced 

also during the current bimodal dual tasks. Yet, the results of the current 

thesis suggest that enhanced parietal activity appears not to be specifically 

associated with dual tasking. In Study II, no systematic activity 

enhancements common for several dual tasks were found in the SPL, 

although two dual tasks (namely, APhonVSimp and ASimpVSimp) showed activity 

enhancements during dual tasking bilaterally in the medial SPL. In Study III, 

the Auditory Attention × Visual Attention interaction revealed significant 

activity in the left lateral and bilateral medial SPL. However, the post-hoc 

tests revealed no significant differences between the attention conditions in 

these areas.  

As already discussed, the spatial variation of the visual stimuli in Studies 

II�III and the spatial variation of the auditory stimuli in Study II required 

spatial attention during selective attention conditions, probably resulting in 

parietal activity. Nevertheless, it seems likely that also the current bimodal 

dual tasks required active cross-modal attention shifts between the auditory 

and visual modalities. Yet, no systematic activity enhancements reflecting the 

cross-modal attention shifts were found in parietal areas during dual tasking. 
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Thus, the results suggest that parietal activity might not be associated with 

dual task specific cross-modal attention shifts, but rather with, for example, 

within-modality spatial attention. 

4.3.3 ACTIVITY DECREMENTS DURING DUAL TASKS 

Study II revealed also activity decrements associated with dual tasking. All 

six groups of dual tasks showed decreased activity in the left posterior STG in 

relation to a certain component task (Figure 7). Since these activity 

decrements were observed even in relation to the visual component tasks, 

they might be due to active suppression of preattentive phonological change 

detection, caused by phonological variation in spoken syllables during all 

present dual tasks (cf. Alho et al., 1998; Celsis et al., 1999). For dual tasks 

including a certain auditory component task, the decreased activity was 

found in more widespread areas in the left STG than for dual tasks including 

a certain visual component task. This is likely due to stronger attention 

related activity enhancements in these areas during single tasks than during 

dual tasks, when attention needs to be divided between the modalities 

(Johnson and Zatorre, 2006; Laurienti et al., 2002; Mittag et al., 2013; 

Nijboer et al., 2014; Shomstein and Yantis, 2004). These results are in 

accordance with previous dual tasking studies showing activity decrements in 

the sensory areas during dual tasking in relation to single tasking (Just et al., 

2001; Klingberg, 1998; Newman et al., 2007). 

In addition, dual tasks including ASpat or VPhon component tasks were 

associated with decreased activity in the right posterior IFG. This is likely 

due to inhibitory processes during these component tasks when performed 

alone, that were either less efficient or needed to be suppressed during dual 

task conditions (see 4.3.4 The effects of modality atypical component tasks 

for more discussion). Finally, for the dual tasks including the ASimp, VSpat or 

VSimp component task, activity in the VMPC was lower during dual tasks than 

during single tasks. Similar effect was found in Study III. The whole brain 

ANOVA revealed, that Auditory Attention, Visual Attention and the 

interaction of Auditory and Visual Attention were associated with activity in 

the same area in right VMPC. However, the post-hoc analysis revealed that 
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activity in the right VMPC was lower during the divided attention than 

during the other tasks albeit only the difference between divided attention 

and visual selective attention was significant.  

Previously VMPC and adjacent areas have been implicated in processing 

of distracting stimuli (Corbetta et al., 2008; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; 

Salmi et al., 2009) and with the default mode network, deactivated during 

goal directed tasks and in relation to increased task difficulty (Fox et al. 

2005; McKiernan et al. 2003; Pallesen et al., 2008; Simpson et al. 2001). 

Since the results of Study III showed no VMPC activity in relation to the 

novel distractors, the current VMPC activity might be related to suppression 

of the task-irrelevant stimuli of the unattended modality during selective 

attention conditions. However, during divided attention when both 

modalities are attended to, such cross-modal suppression is redundant and is 

apparently diminished. Nevertheless, the activity decrements in the VMPC 

during dual tasking might be also explained by deactivation of the default 

mode network in relation to increased task difficulty during dual tasking. 

Taken together, the current results offer support to the studies showing 

decreased activity during dual tasking. First, Study II showed significant 

activity decrements in the auditory areas during dual tasking in relation to 

single tasking, in congruence with previous studies (Just et al., 2001; 

Klingberg, 1998; Newman et al., 2007). These activity decrements are likely 

due to limited attention and processing resources that are shared during dual 

tasking and thus the attention effects in the sensory cortices are smaller than 

during focused attention. Second, the results revealed activity decrements 

during dual tasking in areas not involved in the processing of the component 

tasks, namely, in the right IFG and in VMPC. This implies that dual tasking 

might require also deactivation of the default mode network or a shutdown of 

specific inhibitory processing needed during selective attention tasks.  

4.3.4 BRAIN ACTIVITY DURING DUAL TASKS INCLUDING 
MODALITY ATYPICAL TASK  

In Study II, enhanced activity related to dual tasking was not found for dual 

tasks including auditory spatial or visual phonological (ASpat or VPhon, 
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respectively) component tasks. Further, even with a more lenient threshold 

(Z < 1.6, uncorrected) no frontal activity enhancements associated with dual 

tasking were found. In addition, for both ASpat and VPhon component tasks, the 

hit rates differed the least between the single and dual task conditions. This 

suggests that the performance of these component tasks either did not suffer 

from dual tasking or that performing these tasks had a significant cost for the 

other task performed in parallel.  

Previous studies in the auditory modality have suggested that auditory 

spatial and identification tasks modulate activity in the visual cortices in a 

different manner. In the study by Ahveninen and colleagues (2012), auditory 

phonetic tasks were shown to enhance alpha oscillations in several visual 

areas in comparison to auditory spatial tasks. The authors suggested that the 

increased alpha activity could reflect increased inhibition in the visual areas 

during auditory phonetic processing in relation to auditory spatial processing 

(Ahveninen et al., 2012; see also Ahveninen et al., 2006). In Study I the 

activation in the lateral occipital cortex (LOC) ROIs was lower during the 

auditory phonological and auditory simple task than during the baseline, 

while for the auditory spatial task the activity was higher than baseline in the 

left superior and bilateral inferior LOC ROIs. An additional ANOVA (Salo et 

al., Study I; unpublished results) for the auditory tasks in the LOC ROIs with 

factors Hemisphere (left, right), Superior-Inferior Distribution (superior, 

inferior) and Task (phonological, spatial, simple) revealed a significant main 

effect of Task (F(2,28) = 5.11, p < 0.05), indeed due to significantly higher 

activity during the auditory spatial task than during the other auditory tasks 

bilaterally both in the inferior and superior LOC ROIs. Taken together, these 

results imply, that auditory identification tasks might be associated with 

more efficient cross-modal inhibition in the visual areas than the auditory 

spatial tasks (Ahveninen et al., 2012). Visual phonological processing, in 

turn, might be associated with opposite effects. In Study I, the activity in the 

STS was significantly lower during the visual phonological task than during 

the other visual tasks (see Table 4 for details). This suggests more proficient 

cross-modal inhibition in the auditory areas during visual phonological tasks 

than during the other visual tasks.  
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Nevertheless, both auditory spatial and visual phonological tasks seem to 

be associated with complex cross-modal inhibition processes resulting in 

relatively prominent intermodal activity interactions. Moreover, the dual 

tasks including ASpat or VPhon component tasks were associated with 

decreased activity in the right posterior IFG (3.5.2 Results, Figure 7). As 

mentioned also above, the right IFG activity has been connected with 

response inhibition, especially inhibition of a prepotent response, cognitive 

control and dual task interference (Aron et al., 2004; Dove et al., 2000; 

Herath et al., 2001; Konishi et al., 1998; Salmi et al., 2009; Westerhausen et 

al., 2010). This suggests that when performed alone, ASpat and VPhon were 

associated with inhibitory processes that were suppressed or less efficient 

during dual task conditions.  

According to Baddeley and Hitch (1974), tasks requiring spatial 

processing in auditory modality or phonological processing in visual 

modality are �modality atypical� and require mental modality change. Since 

dual tasks including ASpat or VPhon component tasks were not associated with 

dual task enhancements and since these component tasks were associated 

with inhibitory processes when performed alone, it seems eminent that these 

modality atypical tasks are different from the other component tasks used in 

the current studies. One explanation for the lack of prefrontal activity 

enhancements during dual tasks including the ASpat or VPhon task might be, 

that the complexity and bimodal nature of these modality atypical tasks may 

have influenced the coordination processes or the integration of two parallel 

tasks needed during dual tasking. However, it is also possible that these 

component tasks require auditory and visual processing even when they are 

preformed alone, and thus they are bimodal dual tasks by nature.  

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The focus of the present thesis was to investigate attention related 

modulations of brain activity during selective and divided attention. As 

expected, selective auditory and selective visual attention were associated 

with enhanced activity in the auditory and visual cortices, respectively. Yet, 
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the results also implied that task-irrelevant feature variation in the attended 

modality, or simultaneously presented task-irrelevant stimuli might blur the 

activity differences between the different attention conditions. These results 

suggest that top-down controlled selective attention is easily influenced by 

bottom-up triggered stimulus factors that may result in unintentional 

processing of the task-irrelevant stimuli, at least to a certain level. 

Studies II and III revealed enhanced activity specifically associated with 

divided attention in the same left MFG region. Since in these two studies 

different stimuli, tasks and experimental designs were used, this activity is 

unlikely to be explained by any other cognitive requirement than the division 

of attention. Thus, the present thesis supports partly the idea that there are 

dual tasking specific brain areas that are recruited during simultaneous 

performance of two concurrent tasks and further, suggest that such area 

might be in the left MFG. There is a vast amount of studies connecting the 

left MFG with coordination of two concurrent tasks (Johnson and Zatorre, 

2006; Schubert and Szameitat, 2003 Stelzel et al., 2006), or with goal 

oriented attention in general (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Näätänen 1990, 

1992). Thus, it seems plausible that this left MFG area showing dual task 

specific activity is involved in higher-level attention processes such as 

allocating cognitive resources, enabling the processing of the task-relevant 

stimuli, or indeed, is involved in coordination of the different sub-processes 

needed in attention demanding tasks. Parietal areas, in turn, showed no dual 

task specific activity enhancements. This suggests that parietal areas are not 

involved in dual task specific attention processes and further, even spatial 

attention resulting from spatially varying stimuli might activate parietal 

areas.  

Also, divided attention seemed to be associated with activity decrements 

in different cortical areas depending on the component tasks. However, 

during several dual tasks, activity in VMPC seemed to be lower during 

divided attention than during selective attention. This suggests that VMPC 

has an important role in cross-modal suppression of task-irrelevant stimuli 

during selective attention, but during divided bimodal attention such 

suppression is apparently diminished. In addition, it is also possible that the 
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activity decrements in the VMPC during dual tasking in relation to selective 

attention tasks are due to default mode network, deactivated in response to 

increased task difficulty. 

Importantly, however, no brain area showed systematic dual task 

enhancements or decrements common for all dual tasks. In addition, there 

seems to be variation in the frontal activations associated with different dual 

tasks, suggesting that different dual tasks might activate slightly different 

frontal areas. Taken together, the results suggest that the effects of dual 

tasking depend on the processing required by the component tasks and their 

interaction.  
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